How to Achieve Cross-Cultural and Theoretical Diversities in Clinical Ethics Support Systems
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Opinion

There is a persistent call [1-3] for multiculturalism and diversity of theoretical and ethical frameworks in clinical ethics support systems (CESS) around the world. Undoubtedly, there is a lot a strategic think-tank or support system situated within the clinical context, to reflect on the various ethical issues health professionals face daily, can benefit from multiple ethical reasoning. This will optimize health care delivery and improve patient-care. In order to achieve multiculturalism or cross-cultural and theoretical diversities in CESS, there is a need for a respectful engagement between medicine and social sciences and the humanities. This engagement is mutually beneficial: the social sciences and the humanities can contribute a lot to medicine; similarly the humanities and social sciences can equally benefit from medicine.

Medicine can share with the social sciences and humanities some of the ethical challenges it contends with daily, and the social sciences and humanities can contribute - to medicine – rigorous scientific methodologies and moral reasoning derived from different cultures and traditions.

In different studies [4-7], I have shown that the above engagement is not only desirable, but possible. In one study Ewuoso [4], I showed how a particular African ethics may be used to address the ethical impasse created by applying coercion in psychiatric care. Autonomous choices undeniably, are rights of patients. However, emphasizing rights for a mentally-ill patient could jeopardize the chances of the patient receiving care or endangering the public. Conversely, the beneficial effects of coercion are difficult to predict. Thus, applying coercion in psychiatric care requires delicate balancing of individual-rights, individual well-being and public safety, which previous models for applying coercion such as "Stone model" [8], "civil liberty approach" [9,10], rehabilitation model [11,12] and so on, were unable to achieve. These models mandate involuntary admission/hospitalization only when the individual constitutes a danger to the public/self; as well as when such involuntary admission and/or treatment will lead to recovery or rebirthing of autonomy. I argued that these models are problematic since they do not accommodate those who do not meet these conditions – that is, non-dangerous mentally ill individuals, whose conditions have no known treatment; but could benefit from other forms of treatment such as talk therapy. Hence, these models have limited relevance for care that is truly due to the mentally-ill.

To complement these models, I suggested a framework developed around the Yoruba concept of Omo-olu-Ọwabi, which grounds authentic personhood, as well as rights of action in the extent to which it promotes harmonious relationships: ones in which individuals identify or care for each other's wellbeing and dignity. Within this framework, non-consensual treatment, continued hospitalization and/or physical restraint of individuals who are gravely disabled due to severe mental illness or chronic alcoholism; and in whom biological treatment has failed, are not necessarily tyrannical, but are justified since such coercive measures promote individual health by requiring the community to actively work for the well-being of all. Furthermore, this coercive measure facilitates public good by ensuring that those who pose significant risk to others are involuntarily constrained. It is in this regard that the ethical approach built around the Yoruba concept of Omo-olu-Ọwabi balances the three competing interests: individual rights, health/safety of mentally ill and public good. In another study [7], I argued the thesis that a set of guidelines, firmly rooted in a particular interpretation of African moral theory, specifically, Ubuntu – will do a better job than current medical ethics frameworks, in addressing ethical challenges around misattributed parentage within the clinical context.

Incidental information such as information with significant personal/health implications raises unique challenges for medical professionals. For example, withholding information of misattributed paternity accidentally discovered in clinical interactions may be seen by a patient as a violation of his/her right-to-know. Contrarily, disclosure where a patient has not requested information – or where establishing paternity is not the purpose of clinical visit/interaction – may be taken by the patient as a violation of his/her right 'not-to-know'. Resolving these challenges remains a herculean task. African moral theory contains an under-
emphasized value for addressing such ethical challenges around misattributed parentage in the field of transplant. In that study, I contributed that knowledge in ways that are likely to enhance clinician-patient relationship. I encourage similar engagements – which focus on how various ethical frameworks may be used to address specific dilemmas within the clinical context – with medicine. Future studies, for example, can address other dilemmas by appealing to other ethical frameworks such as Islamic ethics, Asian ethics and so on. I strongly believe that these discussions and engagements between medicine and the humanities and social sciences are necessary for achieving cross-cultural and theoretical diversities in CESS.

As different scholars attempt to engage medicine and ethical issues within the clinical setting, from a variety of backgrounds within the social sciences and humanities, some pitfalls must be avoided: when intellectuals introduce alternative theoretical or ethical frameworks, very often critics measure the new framework by appealing to existing norm. This is problematic, since existing norm has dominance not only on the way health professionals address real ethical issues, but also the way they evaluate new ideas. This can prevent authentic reading of what the new framework suggests. Each newly introduced framework should be considered within the purview of an alternative realism: as a valuable and plausible approach for thinking around ethical issues within the clinical context. I conclude by emphasizing that achieving cross-cultural and theoretical diversities in CESS is an imperative: the mere fact that patients, doctors, systems and communities have varying value systems, reveal that no “single” norm should have complete monopoly in CESS. I recommend that more studies should give exposure to lesser known theoretical and ethical frameworks from other regions of the world. And I am optimistic that if these well-defended and articulated alternative frameworks are incorporated into current medical codes and curricula, they will significantly enhance health care delivery and health professional-patient relationship; as well as bring us closer to accomplishing cross-cultural and theoretical diversities in clinical ethics support systems.
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